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Abstract Dry land surface conditions have been shown to amplify extreme heat events in Europe, but
the extent to which this influence involves modification of the overlying atmospheric circulation has yet to
be fully established. Here, this issue is addressed using two Community Earth System Model ensembles,
with the same heatwave-inducing atmospheric circulation pattern imposed over different land surface
states. These two ensembles differ in the vertical level above which the circulation is constrained (surface
vs. upper troposphere). Soil moisture anomalies are found to play an important role in dictating heatwave
intensity among ensemble members. The heatwave is approximately 0.1◦C hotter per standard deviation
soil moisture reduction when the troposphere is free to respond to surface conditions than when it is
constrained, implying that a portion of the land surface influence involves feedbacks through the
atmospheric circulation. The additional atmospheric response also allows for nonlocal heatwave
amplification in subsequent months.

Plain Language Summary Seasonally persistent European heatwaves are socioeconomically
costly. Though established by atmospheric circulation patterns, heatwaves can be intensified by dry land
surface conditions, increasing societal risks. Here, we show that the manner in which dry land surface
conditions affect European heatwave intensity is twofold: through local heating and through changes to
the structure of the atmosphere. The additional influence of the land surface on the atmosphere can make
the same European heatwave up to 0.4◦C hotter overall and can cause surface drying in other regions.
This nonlocal mechanism leads to hotter conditions in those regions in subsequent months.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, European summers have been punctuated by record-breaking extreme heat events (e.g.
Barriopedro et al., 2011; Fischer, 2014). Such events are economically costly; they adversely affect carbon
uptake by vegetation, strain water resources, tax electrical grids, and set conditions that are favorable to
wildfires (e.g. Ciais et al., 2005; von Buttlar et al., 2018; Perkins, 2015; Miralles et al., 2019). Heatwaves are
often caused by persistent, stationary high pressure systems, or blocking highs (e.g. Charney and DeVore,
1979; Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Hurrell, 2015), which are accompanied by clear skies, light winds, subsi-
dence, and warm air advection, that is, processes that contribute to heatwave conditions (Meehl and Tebaldi,
2004; Fischer, Seneviratne, Vidale, et al., 2007). Europe resides within a geographically preferred blocking
region (Barriopedro et al., 2006), where blocking highs can persist for several weeks (Barnes and Screen,
2015; Brunner et al., 2018) and can be amplified by the quasi-stationary component of both free and ther-
mally/orographically forced Rossby waves (Coumou et al., 2015; Petoukhov et al., 2013; Schubert et al.,
2011). However, the considerable unpredictable internal atmospheric variability in the northern midlati-
tudes hinders the 1- to 3-month predictability of blocking events and accompanying heatwaves (Wallace
et al., 1995, 2015; Xie et al., 2015).

Warning of heatwave risk a month in advance must thus come from fields that evolve on
longer-than-synoptic timescales, such as sea surface temperature and soil moisture (SM) (e.g. Dirmeyer,
2003; McKinnon et al., 2016; Schlosser and Milly, 2002). SM has been identified as a key contributor to
the intensity and duration of European heatwaves in both observational (e.g. Hirschi et al., 2011; Quesada
et al., 2012; Miralles et al., 2014) and model frameworks (e.g Jaeger & Seneviratne, 2011; Lorenz et al., 2010;
Vautard et al., 2007). Using a regional climate model, Fischer, Seneviratne, Vidale, et al. (2007) concluded
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that wetter soils could have mitigated the exceptional summer temperatures during the 2003 European heat-
wave by up to 40%; climatological SM would have offered up to 2◦C of relief. Primarily, SM influences surface
climate through the partitioning of outgoing surface energy between the latent and sensible heat fluxes (Berg
et al., 2014; Seneviratne et al., 2010). The influence of flux partitioning on surface air temperature (SAT)
is typically confined to transition regions between arid and humid climate zones such as southern central
Europe (e.g. Diffenbaugh et al., 2007; Koster et al., 2004; Seneviratne et al., 2006). During heatwaves, how-
ever, as soils desiccate under above-average SAT, the land surface feedback can occur on a continental scale
(Fischer, Seneviratne, Lüthi, & Schär, 2007).

Though numerous studies have assessed the initiation, evolution, and impacts of European heatwaves,
open questions remain, particularly with regard to how a dry land surface, exacerbating a heatwave locally,
could modify the overlying atmospheric circulation pattern and induce a remote temperature response.
Analogous to ocean-atmosphere teleconnectivity (Gill, 1980; Wallace and Gutzler, 1981), the land surface
feedback in one region may modify the distribution of heat and moisture on a continental scale, expand-
ing a heatwave or drought event (Koster et al., 2016; Miralles et al., 2019). Here, we investigate local and
nonlocal land-atmosphere relationships during a European heatwave using two initial condition ensembles
with imposed atmospheric circulation. Using these constrained circulation ensembles or CCEs, we assess
to what extent SM, subsidence, and cloud cover independently affect heatwave intensity in central Europe.
We also demonstrate that the ability of the land surface to amplify or damp a heatwave goes beyond the
direct local influence of surface heat flux partitioning on SAT to additionally depend on the modification of
continental-scale atmospheric circulation patterns.

2. Experimental Design
The CCEs used in this study are constructed from a Community Earth System Model Version 1 (CESM1)
free-running preindustrial control (CTL) simulation (Hurrell et al., 2013). Year 200 of this simulation,
which features a seasonally persistent blocking event similar to the one observed in 2003 (Black et al.,
2004; Della-Marta et al., 2007; Ferranti and Viterbo, 2006), was selected as our surrogate European heat-
wave and the basis of the CCEs. The CCEs consist of 44 members initialized from randomly selected
control simulation years, each with their atmospheric circulation constrained via a nudging technique
to follow the seasonal evolution of Year 200. Members differ in their land surface initial conditions but
experience near-identical heatwave-inducing atmospheric circulation, which allows us to investigate the
land-atmosphere coupling during the event and to assess the role of the tropospheric circulation in that
coupling.

The control simulation time series of June-July-August (JJA) averaged central European SAT anomalies
(◦C) is shown in Figure 1a. Central European or CEU anomalies are computed with respect to long-term
(300 years; see supporting information) CTL average values and are area averaged over 41.95–53.25◦N,
1.25◦W to 23.75◦E. JJA SAT in Year 200 is 2.5◦C above the long-term average (Figures 1a and 1b, red). The
44 years from which the CCEs are initialized (Figure 1a, black dots) provide a representative distribution of
initial land surface conditions and are also used as an accompanying 44-member CTL ensemble (Figure 1b,
black). Each CCE member is branched from June 1 of these 44 years and the zonal (u) and meridional (v)
winds are linearly relaxed or “nudged” toward Year 200 values (the linear interpolation between 6 hourly
instantaneous values at 00, 06, 12, and 18 hr).

Two CCEs are compared. In the “CCEtop” (Figure 1b, blue), nudging is applied solely in the upper atmo-
sphere (above ∼322 hPa). Constraining only the upper atmosphere allows us to create an ensemble of
spatially near-identical heatwaves, while still retaining the land surface's potential ability to modify the
atmospheric circulation pattern beneath the constraint. In the “CCEfull” (Figure 1b, orange), nudging is
applied throughout the atmospheric column (above ∼993 hPa). This allows us to quantify the direct local
influence of the land surface on SAT, but limits the subsequent influence of the land surface on the structure
of atmospheric circulation. The distributions of JJA CEU SAT anomalies in Figure 1b indicate that the range
of the CCEtop (1.3–2.9◦C) is roughly double that of the CCEfull (1.7–2.5◦C). The difference in SAT spread
reflects the differing tropospheric circulation constraints.
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Figure 1. (a) JJA SAT anomalies (◦C), averaged over central Europe, in the CTL (black) and the Year 200 heatwave (red). The 44 years used to construct the
CCEtop and CCEfull are indicated with black dots. (b) Box-and-whisker plot, showing the interquartile range (between the 25th and 75th percentiles; box) and
the maximum and minimum values (whisker) for the CTL (black), CCEtop (blue) and CCEfull (orange) distributions of JJA CEU SAT anomalies. Year 200 is
shown in red. c) The maximum CCEtop heatwave. Panels i–iii show June–August SAT (color) and Z500 (black contours) anomalies. Panels iv–vii show
May–August SM (color), QH fraction (blue and red contours) and the CEU averaging region (boxes). d) As in (c), but for the minimum CCEtop heatwave.
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3. Subseasonal Evolution
Our CCEs provide a range of heatwave intensities for very similar atmospheric circulation conditions.
Figures 1c and 1d show the maximum and minimum heatwave cases, measured by the CEU JJA SAT, in
the CCEtop ensemble. All CCEfull heatwaves fall between these CCEtop “end-members” in terms of intensity.
The constructed heatwaves feature a persistent ridge of high pressure (shown in contours of geopotential
height at 500 hPa or Z500 anomaly in Figures 1c and 1d) over central Europe in June (i), which elongates to
bring above-average SAT to the whole of continental Europe in July (ii) and culminates centered over west-
ern Europe in August (iii). The persistent blocking conditions induce heatwaves that are similar in spatial
extent but differ in intensity; SAT anomalies exceed 5◦C during the maximum (Figures 1ci– 1ciii) but only
reach 3◦C during the minimum (Figures 1di– 1diii) CCEtop heatwave. Spatially, the maximum and mini-
mum (and intermediate; not shown) events evolve in like manner, with the peak intensity centered in the
CEU domain in June, in the northeastern CEU in July, and in the southwestern CEU in August. Consistent
with the difference in SAT magnitude, there are larger (smaller) amplitude local Z500 anomalies over the
maximum (minimum) CCEtop heatwave.

The differences between the CCEtop end-members reflect differences in SM initial conditions. In this study,
we represent the state of the land surface with soil liquid water summed over the top eight levels (∼1 m) of
CESM1's land model, CLM4.5, which approximately corresponds to the root zone (Shukla and Mintz, 1982;
Hirschi et al., 2014). The maximum CCEtop heatwave follows a May with negative SM anomalies, while the
minimum CCEtop heatwave follows a May that is wetter-than-average (Figures 1c and 1div). Both members
feature maximum May SM anomalies in southern central Europe, a region where the absence of SM can
shift the partitioning of surface heat flux toward sensible heat flux (QH) at the expense of the latent heat flux
(QE) (Fischer and Schär, 2009; Seneviratne et al., 2006; Vidale et al., 2007). We represent this partitioning
by the QH fraction, defined as QH / (QH + QE). Positive (negative) anomalies in the QH fraction within the
CEU are shown in red (blue) contours in Figures 1c and 1d, panels iv–vii and in green (purple) shading in
Figures S1a and S1b, x–xii.

Between June and August, soils dry by a CEU average of 23.8 (7.9) kg/m2 during the maximum (minimum)
CCEtop heatwave (Figures 1c and 1div– 1dvii). The seasonal desiccation of SM is accompanied by increases
in the QH fraction in nonalpine regions of central Europe (orography shown in Figure S2), with positive
anomalies in the east of the domain expanding to include the northwest by August. Starting from wetter
initial conditions, the magnitude and spatial extent of QH fraction anomalies during the minimum CCEtop
heatwave lag those in the maximum CCEtop heatwave case by 1 month. In terms of CEU averages, there
are strong (r2

> 0.8) linear relationships between SM and QH fraction throughout the summer in both the
CCEtop and CCEfull (Figure S3), indicating that SM conditions are representative of the influence of the land
surface, via the surface energy budget, on near-surface climate.

4. Controls on Heatwave Intensity
While the signal of interest in this study is the land surface influence on a seasonally persistent Euro-
pean heatwave, other factors, such as cloud cover and subsidence, also affect heatwave intensity (Fischer,
Seneviratne, Vidale, et al., 2007). Cloud cover affects heatwave intensity by influencing the radiation budget
and can thus be represented by the cloud radiative effect (CRE): the difference between all-sky and clear-sky
downward shortwave and longwave radiation at the surface in W/m2 (Cheruy et al., 2014). Subsiding air
warms adiabatically; here, it is represented by 700-hPa vertical (pressure) velocity (𝜔700; Pa/s) (Trenberth,
1978). As a visual guide, anomaly fields of CRE and 𝜔700 during the maximum and minimum CCEtop
heatwaves are shown in Figures S1a and S1biv–ix.

To quantify the relative contributions of cloud cover, subsidence, and SM to CCE heatwave intensity, we
employ the statistical technique of hierarchical partitioning (further description in the supporting informa-
tion) (Chevan and Sutherland, 1991). We predict SAT ensemble spread in the CCEs (standard deviation with
respect to the ensemble mean) with linear regression models that use one or more of the predictors CRE,
𝜔700, and SM (i.e., just CRE, CRE, and𝜔700, and so forth). The regression models involving each predictor are
organized into “hierarchies,” which can be used to determine the predictors average independent contribu-
tion to SAT ensemble spread at each grid point in terms of percent variance explained (Figure 2). Along with
the percent variance explained by each predictor, the overall magnitude of SAT spread must be taken into
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Figure 2. (a) Ensemble spread (standard deviation with respect to the ensemble mean) of CCEtop SAT (◦C;i–iii) in the CEU (box). Dotted contours show
orographic features above 600 m at 200-m intervals. (b) As in (a), but for the CCEfull. (c) The average independent contribution to CCEtop SAT spread of
processes related to heatwave intensity: the cloud radiative effect (CRE; i–iii), vertical velocity at 700 hPa (𝜔700; iv–vi) and SM (vii–ix). (d) As in (c), but for the
CCEfull.

account when assessing the strength of predictor influence. A predictor may explain the majority of variance
but may not introduce much variance overall. Therefore, the standard deviation of June through August
(i–iii) CCEtop and CCEfull SAT are shown in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. In the CEU, the standard devia-
tion of CCEtop SAT is approximately 0.2–0.3◦C larger than the standard deviation of CCEfull SAT throughout
the summer. The two ensembles have strikingly similar spatial patterns of SAT spread. Ensemble members
differ from one another most in the eastern portion of the CEU domain in June (Figures 2a and 2bi) and the
western portion of the domain in August (Figures 2a and 2biii). In July (Figures 2a and 2bii), SAT spread is
elevated in both the eastern and western portions of the CEU domain in both ensembles. The spatial sim-
ilarity of SAT spread suggests that the atmospheric response (or lack thereof) to processes that modulate
SAT does not alter the locations of influence. Regions of elevated SAT spread in the CCEs also correspond to
the regions of maximum SAT anomaly the following month, suggesting a relationship between modulating
processes and heatwave intensity.

The predictors exert varying influence on SAT ensemble spread, depending on ensemble, month, and region.
Overall, both cloud cover and SM contribute to SAT ensemble spread in the CCEtop (Figures 2ci– 2ciii
and 2cvii– 2cix), while SM primarily influences heatwave intensity in the CCEfull throughout the summer
(Figures 2dvii– 2dix). Subsidence plays a secondary role in both ensembles, with regions of influence tend-
ing to reside in alpine regions (Figures 2civ – 2cvi and 2div– 2dvi). Ensemble spread in the predictor fields,
shown in Figure S4, indicates that regions such as the Alps where cloud cover and subsidence have influence
on SAT (Figures 2cii and 2div) tend to coincide with regions where SM ensemble spread is at a minimum
(Figures S4aviii and S4bvii). The CCEtop and CCEfull share some regions of predictor influence, notably in
June, where SM (cloud cover) has the largest local contribution to SAT spread in the south and eastern
(northwestern) CEU (Figures 2ci, 2cvii, 2di, and 2dvii). Regarding magnitude of influence, the south and
eastern CEU have more SAT ensemble spread than the northwestern CEU. Because regions of elevated SAT
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spread in the CCEs coincide with regions where SM makes the largest contribution to heatwave intensity,
we conclude the land surface plays the primary role in the amplification or damping of CCE heatwaves.
In contrast, for summers in the control simulation that are not characterized by persistent blocking, cloud
cover explains the majority of summer SAT variability in the CEU (Figure S5b).

5. Atmospheric Response to the Land Surface Feedback
Because soils modify SAT during a heatwave, they may also modify large-scale atmospheric circulation
patterns in the free troposphere. A potential local mechanism that links dry soil conditions to an enhance-
ment of the attendant blocking ridge is through atmospheric column expansion resulting from enhanced
diabatic heating in the presence of enhanced sensible heat fluxes (Fischer, Seneviratne, Vidale, et al., 2007).
This influence pathway can operate in the CCEtop, where the atmospheric column below 322 hPa can
respond to heating but is limited in the CCEfull because the atmospheric column structure is restored at each
interval. It is also possible for SM anomalies in remote regions to influence a heatwave elsewhere by perturb-
ing the large-scale atmospheric circulation. For example, nonlocal soil conditions may induce thermal low
pressure features that advect warm, dry air into regions prone to atmospheric blocking. Drier Mediterranean
soil conditions have been shown to steer continental weather into central Europe by this mechanism, as the
thermal low induced over the region enhances easterly atmospheric flow on its northern flank (Haarsma
et al., 2009; Vautard et al., 2007). Additionally, a large-scale atmospheric response to regional land forcing
has also been shown in CESM1 through the prescription of North American SM anomalies (Teng et al.,
2019) and afforestation (Laguë and Swann, 2016).

Relationships between soil conditions and atmospheric circulation can be quantified in a variety of ways,
most simply by quantifying to what extent preseason SM conditions dictate overall heatwave intensity in
the CCEfull where the atmosphere is constrained throughout its entire depth and the CCEtop where it is free
to respond, to the extent that it can, in the presence of nudging above 322 hPa. The relationship between
initial SM (represented by a normalized May CEU average) and heatwave magnitude (represented by the
deviation of JJA CEU SAT from its ensemble mean value) indicates that the June through August heatwave
is 0.24 ± 0.06 (0.15 ± 0.03) ◦C hotter per 𝜎SM reduction in CCEtop (CCEfull) (Figure 3a). This difference of
∼0.1◦C per 𝜎SM (0.4◦C for the driest initial conditions) reflects the magnitude of SM influence that depends
on the additional atmospheric response that is allowed to occur in the CCEtop compared to the CCEfull.
In both cases, the linear relationships are significant at 95% by a two-tailed student T test.

To investigate local and nonlocal relationships between the land surface and the atmosphere, we consider
the differences between the 11 ensemble members with the driest antecedent SM conditions (dry25th) and
the 11 ensemble members with the wettest antecedent SM conditions (wet75th). With 44 members, the dri-
est and wettest 11 members comprise the 25th and 75th quartiles of the ensemble; driest and wettest are
determined in terms of CEU average values. To assess the lead-lag relationship between the land and atmo-
sphere, quartile differences are shown in Figures 3b– 3d for antecedent SM (i,ii), subsequent Z500 (iii,iv),
and subsequent atmospheric temperature across a vertical longitude section (v,vi) for the CCEtop and CCEfull
respectively.

The CCEtop and CCEfull share initial SM conditions prior to the initiation of their respective atmospheric
constraints on June 1. Even with the full atmospheric constraint, June Z500 in the CCEfull differs slightly
between dry25th and wet75th members, with the former featuring higher ridges on average than the later
over central Europe (Figure 3biv). This difference of 2 m at 500 hPa qualitatively reflects the uncertainty
associated with prescribed circulation technique. Dry members of the CCEtop, however, have June Z500
values that exceed wet member values by, on average, 5 to 9 m in the CEU (Figure 3biii). While the difference
in dry25th-wet75th June Z500 is consistent with the “drier soils-enhanced blocking ridge” mechanism, it is not
attributable solely to surface forcing. Z500 quartile differences of up to 6 m occur elsewhere in the domain,
including over the prescribed ocean that all members share. This indicates that other factors, such as internal
variability in the atmosphere below the upper tropospheric constraint in the CCEtop, may also introduce
differences between dry and wet members.

The largest difference in dry25th-wet75th CCEtop June Z500 (Figure 3biii) is not colocated with the May SM
difference maximum (Figure 3bi). Instead, it is centered over the northwestern CEU, a region where May SM
differs the least. The shift suggests the surface influence on the free troposphere has a nonlocal component
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Figure 3. (a) Normalized May CEU soil moisture vs. JJA CEU SAT, shown in terms of deviation from mean anomaly (◦C), in the CCEtop (blue) and CCEfull
(orange). R2 values and least squares regression coefficients are given in the legend in the upper right. (b) Field differences between the average of the ensemble
members with the driest (dry25th) and wettest (wet75th) antecedent soil conditions. (i, ii) dry25th-wet75th May soil moisture from the CTL ensemble, with the
CEU region (box) and latitude chosen for the vertical temperature section (47.6◦N; black line) indicated. (iii, iv) dry25th-wet75th June Z500 in the CCEtop and
CCEfull, respectively. (v, vi) A vertical section of dry25th-wet75th June temperature in the CCEtop and CCEfull, respectively. A cross section of topography (black)
and the longitudinal boundaries of the CEU (1.25◦W and 23.75◦E; black lines) are indicated. (c) As in (b), but for June CCEtop and CCEfull soil moisture and
July atmospheric fields. (d) As in (b) and (c), but for July CCEtop and CCEfull soil moisture and August atmospheric fields.
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beneath the CCEtop upper atmospheric circulation constraint. The nonlocal SM-atmosphere relationship in
June can be explored further by considering the vertical structure of temperature in dry versus wet members
of the CCEtop and CCEfull (Figures 3bv and 3bvi). On average, dry25th CCEtop members are between approxi-
mately 0.6 to 1.2◦C warmer than wet75th members from the surface to 700 hPa. Dry25th CCEfull members are
more similar to wet75th members, with differences ranging from 0.2◦C warmer in the western CEU to 0.8◦C
warmer in the eastern CEU below 700 hPa. The CCEtop and CCEfull share a region of maximum tempera-
ture difference: the nonalpine region in the eastern CEU above the region of maximum May dry25th-wet75th
SM difference (Figures 3bi and 3bii). This implies that there is SM influence that is stronger when the
atmosphere is free to respond, but is reflected in local temperature in either case. That is, even without the
associated atmospheric response at 500 hPa, drier soils still result in higher SAT via an enhanced sensible
heat flux.

The CCEtop has a second temperature difference maximum in June over the Alps (Figure 3bv). Because the
local SM difference is at a CEU minimum (Figures 3bi and 3bii) and cloud cover is shown to have influence
in the region (Figure 2ci), the CCEtop temperature difference maximum over the Alps is likely related to
dry25th members having less cloud cover than wet75th members (as shown in Figure S6i). In the CCEfull, how-
ever, the opposite relationship holds: dry25th members are on average slightly cloudier than wet75th members
(Figure S6ii). The CCEs share May SM conditions thus June quartile constituents; the differences in June
cloud cover must therefore stem from a CCEtop atmospheric response in a region remote from local surface
forcing. The “drier soils-enhanced blocking ridge” mechanism can be extended to include reduced cloud
cover as an additional nonlocal response absent when the full atmosphere is constrained. Additionally, the
CCEtop and the CCEfull both feature a dry25th-wet75th temperature difference that extends over the western
CEU at 800 hPa (Figures 3bv– 3bvi). The westward extension is less prominent in the CCEfull than in the
CCEtop, but its presence in both ensembles suggests that the atmosphere has a preferred manner in which
to propagate the influence of eastern CEU surface warming. The absence of surface temperature difference
maxima in the western CEU indicates that a local surface forcing is not responsible for the temperature
difference at height in June.

In July, dry25th-wet75th Z500 and temperature vertical profile differences track locally with June SM anomaly
differences (Figure 3c). June dry25th-wet75th SM differences feature similar patterns in the CCEtop and
CCEfull, with a magnitude difference in the northwestern CEU. The western CEU temperature difference
maximum is larger in the CCEtop than in the CCEfull, consistent with the larger CCEtop SM difference in the
region (Figures 3cv– 3cvi). By August, there is little difference between dry25th - wet75th Z500 and temper-
ature in the CCEfull (Figures 3div and 3dvi), while differences in the CCEtop remain similar in magnitude
to July values (Figures 3diii and 3dv). Western CEU SM has continued to dry more in the CCEtop than the
CCEfull, and this desiccation reinforces the enhancement of August Z500 in drier CCEtop members. In sum-
mary, for the seasonally persistent event we evaluate, the atmospheric response to land surface conditions in
one region allowed for the heatwave to be amplified and soils to dry in another region, creating a local land
surface feedback there 2 months later. Without the response of the atmosphere, local, coincident heatwave
amplification can still occur, but the risk of remote, temporally lagged amplification is eliminated.

6. Conclusion
Using initial land surface condition ensembles with constrained atmospheric circulation, we assess the
direct local influence and nonlocal effects of SM anomalies that precede a seasonally persistent European
heatwave in CESM1. Members of the CCEs considered experience the same heatwave-inducing atmospheric
circulation pattern from June through August, prescribed either through the full atmosphere (to isolate
direct local influence of the land surface on heatwave intensity) or solely in the upper atmosphere (to elu-
cidate the additional influence that arises). It is shown that CCE heatwaves following May months with
drier-than-average SM anomalies evolve to be hotter than CCE heatwaves following wetter years. Linear
relationships between SM and QH fraction further demonstrate that the canonical land surface feedback
operates in central Europe beneath the high pressure centers prescribed in the atmosphere. Constraining
the full atmosphere reduces the range of possible heatwave intensity (in terms of JJA SAT anomalies, aver-
aged over central Europe) by approximately half, with the maximum (minimum) heatwaves in the CCEtop
being 0.4◦C hotter (cooler) than their CCEfull counterparts. The two CCEs have spatially similar patterns
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of SAT ensemble spread, however, suggesting atmospheric response does not substantially alter regions of
influence on SAT.

While the CCEs are set up to interrogate the influence of the land surface, other factors also affect heatwave
intensity. Using a set of hierarchical regression models, we establish that differences in SM and cloud cover
both contribute to SAT ensemble spread in the CCEs, with the former (latter) being the primary control in
regions where SAT spread is largest (smallest). Prescribed central European heatwaves in CESM1 become
0.15 ± 0.03◦C hotter per standard deviation of SM reduction as a result of direct land surface influence
and 0.24 ± 0.06◦C hotter as a result of direct land surface influence and subsequent atmospheric response
(below the 322-hPa level). The 0.1◦C per 𝜎SM difference appears, in part, to stem from a modification of the
atmosphere and reduction in cloud cover to the northwest of the region of maximum SM anomaly difference
between wet and dry members. In following months, this amplification pathway results in a larger western
CEU SM difference between wet and dry members in the CCEtop than in the CCEfull. Along with this SM
difference is an amplification of western CEU temperature below 700 hPa in July and enhanced ridging
among drier members in the prescribed western European high pressure center in August.

While the CCEs allow us to establish the influence of the land surface on SAT, it is important to emphasize
that relationships depend on the CESM1 framework used and the presence of the particular high pressure
system that set heatwave conditions there in the first place. We confirm that May CEU SM anomalies used
as CCE initial conditions are distributed similarly to observational estimates of May CEU SM (Figure S7).
Consistent with the dry preseason SM-amplified heatwave relationship found in the CCE, observed May
CEU SM prior to the 2003 European heatwave was 1.2𝜎 below the average. In regard to the dependence
on particular heatwave-inducing circulation patterns, climate models have been shown to underestimate
both the occurrence and persistence of European blocking events (Woollings et al., 2018); events simi-
lar to our surrogate heatwave may occur more often in observed climate. Extreme European heat events
reported in 2006, 2007, 2010, 2015, and 2018 point to a need to understand nonlocal land-atmosphere inter-
actions, as mean warming may allow for these nonlocal pathways to be triggered, regardless of the overlying
atmospheric circulation pattern.

We must also be cautious of any potential artifacts that could arise as a result of the nudging procedure
itself. However, we are confident that, if such artifacts exist, they are small and would not substantially
affect our conclusions. Figure 1b demonstrates that the temperature anomaly in the free-running Year 200
event lies within the distribution of our CCEs. We therefore cannot conclude that the nudged circulation is
having a different effect on surface temperatures from what the equivalent free-running circulation would.
Furthermore, our primary conclusions are drawn from comparison across the constrained ensemble mem-
bers and not from comparison with between free-running and nudged circulation experiments. As such,
if any artifacts of the nudging are present, they are present across all members and should not affect our
conclusions that have been drawn by consideration of the ensemble spread.

Though our results cannot fully elucidate the nature of the pathway for southeastern central European SM's
influence to be felt remotely, “phase-locking” relationships between dry soils, orography, and large-scale
atmospheric circulation patterns have been shown to occur over North America and the Middle East with
stationary wave model experiments (Wang et al., 2019; Teng et al., 2019). We feel it is reasonable to infer
similar relationships may exist over continental Europe under certain circumstances, such as during persis-
tent blocking events. Further assessment of the ability of the land surface to modify atmospheric circulation
over Europe is warranted, particularly because “land-atmosphere teleconnectivity” may have implications
for seasonal forecasting.
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